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"Chronicles the life and legacy of prominent Christian revivalists,
detailing their historical context and significant
contributions"--Provided by publisher.
From a world lit only by fire, some of the most beautiful Bibles were
created, illuminated, and enlivened with breathtaking illustrations.
Within The Bible Illuminated you will be introduced to kings and
queens, monks and nuns, scribes and artists, librarians and
historians, as well as modern-day collectors all hoping to preserve
history by putting personal touches on their own copies of the most
influential book of all time—the Bible. Discover the geographical,
theological, and historical contexts of these documents, as well as
how illustrations disseminated the Bible among a mostly illiterate
population. Be transported across the globe, across thousands of
years, and across numerous cultures as you explore the history,
narrative, and impact of illustrated manuscripts in The Bible
Illuminated. Exquisite reproductions of the finest manuscripts and
detailed descriptions combine to create a stunning, authentic, and
powerful book that will become a keepsake treasured for generations.
Immerse yourself in the Bible in a visually creative way that awakens
the imagination and journeys you through history with emotional
impact.
The Bible As History by Werner Keller, will take you on a breathtaking
journey to the heart of Holy Scripture as it pieces together one of
the most stunning spiritual puzzles in the history of mankind.
Gathering together for worship is an indispensable part of your
family’s spiritual life. It is a means for God to reveal himself to
you and your loved ones in a powerful way. This practical guide by
Donald S. Whitney will prove invaluable to families—with or without
children in the home—as they practice God-glorifying, Christ-exalting
worship through Bible reading, prayer, and singing. Includes a
discussion guide in the back for small groups.
Improving Your Serve
The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
Parables
The Peshitta Holy Bible Translated
How Art Brought the Bible to an Illiterate World
God's Generals

In this comprehensive look at life in the time of Jesus, Edersheim
examines Jewish homelife, marriage customs, worship, literature, and
much more. This publication from Boomer Books is specially designed
and typeset for comfortable reading.
Many books have been written about the Bible, but few explain its
origins. This volume provides a fascinating overview of how the Bible
was first inspired, canonized, read as sacred literature, copied in
ancient Hebrew and Greek manuscripts, and eventually translated into
the languages of the world. No other one-volume work can match this
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wealth of information about the historical development of the Bible.
This best-selling tale is based on the biblical figures of David, Saul, and
Absalom. For the many Christians who have experienced pain, loss,
and heartache at the hands of other believers, this compelling story
offers comfort, healing, and hope. Christian leaders and directors of
religious movements throughout the world have recommended this
simple, powerful, and beautiful story to their members and staff. You
will want to join the thousands who have been profoundly touched by
this incomparable story.
According to George Barna, uncovering God's vision for your ministry is
not an option. It's essential for the most productive ministry that will
accomplish God's goals for building his kingdom. Ministry leaders with
a clear picture from God of where they are headed are much more
likely to experience a successful journey. In this book, Barna uncovers
how God has shared his vision throughout history, how vision is
different from mission, common practices and beliefs that inhibit true
vision, practical steps toward experiencing and carrying out God's
unique vision for them, and ways to share and promote congregational
ownership of the vision.The Power of Vision
The Origin of the Bible
La Biblia Versión Israelita Nazarena
Sketches of Jewish Social Life in the Time of Christ
Our Ultimate Destiny
Reina Valera - 1602
Why Not Me?
From the author of the classic Pilgrim's Progress, this devotional
book will give you deeper understanding and greater freedom of
expression in your personal relationship with God. Bunyan's dying
words on prayer will stir the heart of readers and are only a sampling
of Bunyan's insight.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated
between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class
literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a
series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as
a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
No description available.
In this classic volume, Charles Swindoll uniquely shows the important
aspects of authentic servanthood, such as: What it takes to serve
unselfishly Why a servant has such a powerful influence What
challenges and rewards a servant can expect He offers clear guidelines
on developing a servant's heart and challenges you to realize the rich
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rewards promised in a life of authentic Christian servanthood.
Biblia Peshitta
New American Standard Bible, Black, Genuine Leather, Red Letter
Edition
Thirty-One Devotional Readings on Personal Prayer
A Translation Into Modern English Made from the Original Greek
(Westcott & Hort's Text)
3 Segmentos de Línea
Essential Tactics and Strategies for Spiritual Warfare

Hebrew-English Torah: The Five books of Moses is a Study Edition of the
traditional Masoretic text, placed next to the classic "word-for-word" Jewish
translation; it features the most authoritative Hebrew text -- based on the
Leningrad Codex and complete with cantillation marks, vocalization and verse
numbers. The large format and the use of good paper are part of the design to
allow a diligent Torah student to write on margins for more efficient learning. This
printed edition comes with a free downloadable PDF edition of the title provided
by Varda Books upon presenting to it the proof of purchase.
An excellent way to introduce classic Bible stories to your toddler. Each story is
retold using clear and simple language, supported by exciting and colourful
illustrations by Helen Prole. This Bible covers 63 favourite stories from Old and
New Testaments, with only two to three lines of text per page, and Scripture
references throughout. You'll soon discover why the Candle Bible for Toddlers
has become a favourite on family bookshelves all over the world.
The earliest life of Christ ever compiled from the four Gospels, being the
Diatessaron of Tatian Literally translated from the Arabic version and containing
the four Gospels woven into one story. With an Historical and Critical
Introduction, Notes, and Appendix by the Rev. J. HAMLYN HILL, B.D., formerly
senior scholar of S. Catharine's College, Cambridge. Author of an English version
of "Marcion's Gospel." Reproduction of 1894 Edition.
Pastor-teacher John MacArthur helps readers understand Jesus’ parables and
how they relate to the whole of His message. Jesus was a master storyteller, and
the parables He told were ingeniously simple word pictures with profound
spiritual lessons. Understanding the parables is a crucial matter for followers of
Jesus. Jesus told parables so His people might comprehend His message about
the kingdom of God clearly. Master expositor and Bible commentator John
MacArthur has spent a lifetime explaining the Word of God in clear and
comprehensible terms. In Parables he helps Christians understand the essential
lessons contained in the most famous and influential short stories the world has
ever known.
Authorized King James Version
The Five Books of Moses
Holy Bible
Casiodoro de Reina
The Twentieth Century New Testament
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How to Pray in the Spirit

El Libro Bíblico de Job en formato de 3 líneas: Hebreo Antiguo,
Transliteración y Traducción al Español en 3 segmentos de línea.
Para principiantes, intermedios y avanzados aprendices de
hebreo. Estudiantes de seminario o aficionados. Presenta una
guía para la pronunciación de vocales y letras en la página de
inicio.
In 2007, Raymond's life changed forever when he received a phone
call that his four-year-old daughter, Bella became paralyzed
overnight. Bella was diagnosed with stage 4, cancer. Experts the
world over believed that Bella would never walk again and had
only a few months to live. By miracle, today Bella can walk,
run, jump, and is cancer free! Why Not Me? describes, in a very
inspirational tone, how Raymond believes there is a divine
purpose for everything. Raymond is an executive who dedicates
his free time to helping cancer families and others to live
lives of purpose, balance & victory. He holds the title of Sir.
Knight in the Knights of Columbus and enjoys giving back to his
community. He lives in Miami with his daughters and his wife
Shannah. Bella’s story illustrates the power of prayer and that
God does exist and is alive in our world. This book, which
describes the officially investigated miracle “story behind the
story”, is sure to inspire you! “Rarely do you find a story that
underscores how great God is and how He is moved by simple
unrelenting faith and sincere prayer. Why Not Me? will bring you
to tears and then touch you with a joy that only happens when
you have witnessed a miracle. As you walk with Bella on this
amazing trip, her words will rekindle your faith and challenge
you to trust God. If you have never believed, you will surely
wonder why you haven’t. If you believe, here’s another reason
why we do.” Joel Downing, Senior Pastor, Higher Ground Church,
Paul’s Valley, Oklahoma "As a physician trained in pediatric
imaging often diagnosing terrible diseases, witnessing Bella's
miracle challenged me to re-examine my own faith. Why Not Me?
stands as a powerful witness to God's call for us to be
faithful. No matter your faith or lack of it, this story as told
through the eyes, ears, and heart of a loving father will move
you closer to God." Shawn Fibkins, MD, Pediatric Radiologist,
Broward County, Florida
New in paperback, from the best-selling author of The Way, comes
a revolutionary method for becoming all powerful. Written with
extraordinary clarity, Michael Berg presents a logical approach
to achieving our supreme birthright. In revealing this
opportunity for humanity, Michael highlights ways to develop our
natural God-like attributes and diminish the aspects of our
nature that interfere with our destiny. In his succinct style,
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Michael provides the answer to the eternal question of why we
are here: to become like God.
This is the complete Bible in one volume (3rd edition),
translated entirely from the Aramaic text of the 1st century
Peshitta Bible. Aramaic was native tongue of Jesus, the Jewish
people and the Middle East in the 1st century. The Peshitta New
Testament is the original inspired writing of Rukha d'QoodshaThe Spirit of Holiness in the language of The Christ, his
Apostles and of Israel and the Middle East.Greek came a bit
later as a translation of the Aramaic originals. The Peshitta OT
was translated in the 1st century from even older Hebrew mss.
which had not been "standardized" by the Scribes of Jesus'
time.This is the hard cover 6x9 edition. No notes are included,
and 740 pages is the max. size for a 6x9" printed book. Notes
are available in other separate OT and NT print editions. 708
pages
Sefer Davar Alev Tav
52 Lessons on How God Used Ordinary People to Accomplish
Extraordinary Tasks
Great Characters of the Bible
New Testament Words
Ishiwi lyakwa lesa
Hebrew-English Torah

How God Used Ordinary People to Accomplish Extraordinary
TasksGod chose to teach His spiritual principles through the
successes and failures of His people. Great Characters of
the Bible is a 52-lesson study of 61 Bible characters who
were not all that different from us. They experienced
struggles, heartaches, successes, and failures. They battled
fear, doubt, and worry. But they also give testimony to
God’s mighty hand moving through the ages, establishing His
will through the lives of people like you and me. Standing
beside these men and women of the Bible will help you walk
closer with God, who included their stories in His Word
especially to teach you, to inspire you, and to guide and
instruct you. As you share in their victories and defeats,
you’ll discover how each person was selected by God to
fulfill a purpose. By studying them, you will see how the
Holy Spirit equips and empowers you for greater service.
By focusing on Scripture, The Ryrie NASB Study Bible is
designed to enhance a deeply personal study of God's Word. A
comprehensive source containing 10,000 concise explanatory
notes, in-text graphics, and thorough book outlines,
extensive cross-references, expanded topical index and
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concordance, The Ryrie NASB Study Bible is a complete tool
for anyone desiring to know God more intimately. In
addition, you will receive a software download for The Moody
Library, an ideal Bible software program for Pastors,
Teachers, Professors, Students, Bible Study Leaders, and
anyone thirsting to learn and understand more fully. Valued
at over $400, this study and reference software was
developed by Moody Publishers and WORDsearch™ as an
electronic companion to The Ryrie Study Bibles.
Studies the meaning of such key New Testament words as
agape, charisma, and hubris in classical and Hellenistic
Greek, the Septuagint, and the papyri
Biblia basada en el texto Peshitta, un antiguo manuscrito
bíblico en arameo, el idioma del Señor Jesús y Sus
apóstoles. El resurgimiento del interés actual por el arameo
bíblico se manifiesta principalmente en la traducción del
texto Peshitta al español. Este texto, obra cumbre de la
literatura aramea, dejó registrado para la posteridad el
mensaje del evangelio en un idioma claro, sencillo y
directo, que es el significado de “Peshitta”. El lector
encontrará notas explicativas a pasajes de relevancia. Bible
based on the Peshitta text, an ancient Bible manuscript
written in Aramaic, the language spoken by our Lord Jesus
and His apostles. The current renewed interest in Biblical
Aramaic is mainly conveyed by the translation of the
Peshitta text into Spanish. This work, the ultimate
masterpiece in Aramaic literature, left the message of the
gospel and the apostles as a historical record in a "clear,
simple, straightforward" language, and this
is—incidentally—what the word "Peshitta" means. In the final
section of this work, the reader will find footnotes
explaining relevant text selections.
Sex, Race, and the Sovereignty of God
Candle Bible for Toddlers
Becoming Like God
Family Worship
The Great Doctrines of the Bible
Spanish Reformer of the Sixteenth Century
The “explosive” (The New York Times) bestseller̶now with a new introduction by the
author When Hitlerʼs Pope, the shocking story of Pope Pius XII that “redefined the
history of the twentieth century” (The Washington Post ) was originally published, it
sparked a firestorm of controversy both inside and outside the Catholic Church. Now,
award-winning journalist John Cornwell has revisited this seminal work of history with a
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new introduction that both answers his critics and reaffirms his overall thesis that Pius
XII, now scheduled to be canonized by the Vatican, weakened the Catholic Church with
his endorsement of Hitler̶and sealed the fate of the Jews in Europe.
Las Escrituras Mesiánicas desde el contexto hebreo desde Bereshit-Genesis hast
Hazión-Revelacionescompletamente en Español. Un libro duradero de 1680 paginas
cover de imitación de cuero, letra grande leible.
Since the Brit Chadasha in Yirmeyeh 31:31-34 was given to Orthodox Jews (the
passage is found in the Hebrew Bible, is it not?), and since most Orthodox Jews are in
New York City, particularly Brooklyn it seems, then it surely must also be appropriate to
make available a translation of the Brit Chadasha from the best original manuscripts in
language devoid of goyishe (and non-frum) style. The following is a passage from this
new translation, specifically from "The Besuras haGeulah According to Mattityahu
(Matthew)" chp 28:19-20, and is illustrative of what we at AFII are doing and what we
believe:
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
will become the “go-to” manual for preparing Christians to have victory in todayʼs
spiritual battles with the enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and powerful
intercessory prayer.
The Bible Illuminated
A True Story About A Miracle in Miami
The Bible as History
The Gospel According to John
From the Ancient Eastern Text
Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary

Codex Sinaiticus is one of the world's most remarkable books.
Written in Greek in the fourth century, it is the oldest surviving
complete New Testament, and one of the two oldest
manuscripts of the whole Bible. No other early manuscript of
the Christian Bible has been so extensively corrected, and the
significance of Codex Sinaiticus for the reconstruction of the
Christian Bible's original text, the history of the Bible and the
history of western book making is immense. Since 2002, a
major international project has been creating an electronic
version of the manuscript. This magnificent printed facsimile
reunites the text, now divided between the British Library, the
National Library of Russia, St Catherine's Monastery, Mt Sinai
and Leipzig University Library.
Biblia PeshittaB&H Publishing Group
Now available in a board book for toddlers and preschoolers,
families can begin to share the message of Jesus' love and
constant care to their youngest readers. It will offer messages
to children straight from scripture, such as: -Jesus loves them Jesus knows all about them -Jesus is always with them
Despite the fact that the Christian tradition is prevalent, if not
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dominant, throughout much of the Western world, there
remains a considerable amount of confusion and debate over
the actual doctrines that feature in this belief system. In this
volume, The Great Doctrines of the Bible, author William Evans
identifies and explains some of the most important doctrinal
and dogmatic tenets of the Christian faith.
Codex Sinaiticus
The Revivalists
Jesus Calling for Little Ones
The Orthodox Jewish Brit Chadasha
The Mysteries of God's Kingdom Revealed Through the Stories
Jesus Told
The Secret History of Pius XII
For 25 years the Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary has been the goto Bible reference resource for lay Bible students, teachers, pastors,
academic courses, and libraries. Now this bestselling dictionary has
been UPDATED with 200 new articles and over 500 new photos compiling a
collection of over 6,500 articles from Aaron to Zuzite are written so
as to equip the reader for greater competence in understanding and
interpreting the Scriptures. TAn excellent companion to the Holman
Illustrated Bible Commentary.
Sex. Race. Scripture. Sovereignty. The book of Ruth entails them all.
So readers shouldn't be fooled by its age, says Pastor John Piper.
Though its events happened over 3,000 years ago, the story holds
astounding relevance for Christians in the twenty-first century. The
sovereignty of God, the sexual nature of humanity, and the gospel of
God's mercy for the undeserving-these massive realities never change.
And since God is still sovereign, and we are male or female, and Jesus
is alive and powerful, A Sweet and Bitter Providence bears a message
for readers from all walks of life. But be warned, Piper tells his
audience: This ancient love affair between Boaz and Ruth could be
dangerous, inspiring all of us to great risks in the cause of love.
This new edition conveniently provides for the first time the text of
all three versions of the Syriac Gospels in one place aligned under
each word-for-word to illustrate the development of the text.
Diatessaron
Comparative edition of the Syriac Gospels: Luke
Hitler's Pope
Discover and Apply God's Plan for Your Life and Ministry
The Power of Vision
A Tale of Three Kings
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